
TOPICS:

LANGUAGES:

He presents in English and Arabic.

PUBLICATIONS:

IN DETAIL:

Sheikh Abdul Aziz is also a visionary who over the past 25 years has dedicated his
life to travelling and collabora ng around the world on issues related to
humanity, global peace, coopera on and environmental stewardship. He is a
transforma onal leader and global campaigner who has been recognised
worldwide for his high social and environmental impact ac vi es. He is an
honorary member at the Arab Thoughts Forum and has been appointed
Environmental Advisor to the Ajman government. Educated in chemical and
petroleum engineering, with an MA in environmental management, and a PhD in
clean produc on and industrial ecosystems, the Green Sheikh hopes to radically
reform educa on and respect for the environment in the Middle East.

WHAT HE OFFERS YOU:

The Green Sheikh's ongoing words over the last decade and a reminder of his
greatest passion is to inspire, aspire and mentor young leaders who today
ul mately will become the future leaders of tomorrow, that will make the change
required for a be er understanding of a peaceful world.

HOW HE PRESENTS:

A passionate and engaging speaker, the Green Sheikh delivers compassionate
presenta ons extolling the virtues of holis c living and the importance of
environmental awareness.

Sheikh Abdul Aziz Al Nuaimi is a member of the Ajman royal family in the United Arab Emirates, and has made a name for himself
as one of the most resilient and vocal proponents for the environment. He is considered to be a change agent for Environmental
advocate and foresight on Sustainability in the UAE.

Sheikh Abdulaziz Al Nuaimi
The Green Sheikh

"I want to impact people not by saying, but by living"

Changing our Future - From Oil to the
Environment
Corporate Social Responsibility
Environmental Sustainability in an Oil
Driven Society
The Social and Economic Effects of
Climate Change in the Gulf Region
The Importance of a Greener Future

2020 The Dry Fasting Miracle
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